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Abstract
India’s IPR Policy that released in 2016, despite being poorly drafted and overtly campaign-like, showed ‘strategy’ on certain grounds. One of those few grounds was the promise to “enable valuation of Intellectual Property (IP) rights as intangible assets”, its securitization and use as collateral. This Essay talks about the necessity of the measure to effectively materialize as a possible financial tool. It also brings to light the lack of follow-through of the promise made by this policy, including the glaring defects in the policy itself. The Essay also includes a comparative analysis with countries like USA, etc. that have led the world in IP-based financing as well as Asian countries like China, that have started late but with promise. Jurisprudence and literature relating to IP securitization is explored—including the difference between securing tangible and intangible assets, the challenges in implementing this newfound trend, prerequisites to implementation required in legislative as well as market framework, among other things. The prospective prominence of IP financing over traditional financing methods is also touched upon. This Essay can also be considered as a critique of the Indian IP policy in general and criticism of the lack of implementation of IP financing method in particular.
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Introduction: WHATs and WHYs
IP securitization, for the first time, was declared as a trend by the WIPO in 2002. Ever since, the value of Intellectual Property as an ‘intangible financial asset’ has been on the rise—many technological firms across the world corroborate this fact. In India, however, this obvious crossover between IPR and trade/finances has been least explored. Securitization, basically, is the “process in which certain types of assets are pooled so that they can be repackaged into interest-bearing securities.” It enables the originator, i.e., the one who initiates
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securitization to raise credits, to utilize assets that generate an estimated capital (typically, the rights of payment that a company expects by virtue of IP owned by it or its owner) in order to account for financing in the pendency (i.e., “interim financing”). It is advantageous when compared to other forms of raising funds. The 1970s witnessed the first prominent instance of the employment of this process as an advanced financial tool, wherein securities were issued backed by residential mortgages. 

With a basic understanding of universal jurisprudence of Bankruptcy Codes, it may be understood:

“By contrast, in securitization transactions, the interest rate of asset-backed securities is not dependent on the risks involved in the originator’s overall business activity. Rather, the interest rate is derived only from the risk inherent to the specific assets backing the securities. By isolating specified assets and securitizing them, the originator is able, in most cases, to fund operations at an effective interest rate lower than that of traditional financing methods.”

The Indian Cabinet approved the policy that provides for “enabling valuation of IP rights as intangible assets” and by means of proper technologies strives for “securitization of IP rights” and “use of IPR as collateral” on May, 2016. Although this objective was only lightly mentioned in the policy, it was streamlined as a major one. Even so, loopholes in implementing such a measure...
were completely ignored and an ostrich-like approach was adopted with the disbanding of the First Think Tank—which had apparently laid down the draft ‘as it should’ve been’. This is discussed in-depth in the later parts of the Essay. For a comprehensive study, it is also important to understand the ‘WHATS’ and ‘WHYs’ of the IP-financing paradigm. The primary reasons to employ intellectual property as collateral lie in the fact that IP is “untapped source of collateral”, the advantages of which include prompt returns on development and research products—and it also has potential for additional value. It offers investment and opportunities for obtaining income-distribution, an alternative to bank credit. Including intangible IPR as securities would increase asset base in situations of asset-based financing. It induces independence in the market, in a manner to reduce dependence with respect to matters like bank credit, reduction in difficulty for raising capital, it is also considered "off-the-books" in matters of accounting and gives impetus to creativity and innovation. The value of liquidity generated by securitizing IP becomes unusually useful if the seller's options to raise capital are limited or if the cost of capital is high. The activity of securitization is even compared the chemical or even magically process of 'alchemy'- an analogy suggesting a meritorious and profitable transaction, like that of converting other metals into gold.

How Will This Work? : The Difference between IP and Conventional Securitization

This study wouldn’t be complete without expressly listing the difference between IP security and other conventional assets. Given the risks as discussed, the “due diligence on IP before securitization” requires more capital than traditional/conventional assets.

It is generally classified as ‘personal property’ a security may, nevertheless, in theory be taken over such property as well, with the consent of the owner. IP is considered property in the sense that it can be ‘bought, sold, licensed or traded in the same way as any other form of property’. IP, however, has some unique attributes. The difference lies in the manner of payment of security. Rights of payment, for instance payment from royalties, are a distinctive feature of IP, which sets it apart from other properties and assets. This means a clear distinction exists between licensing with
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respect to IP rights and security rights originating from Intellectual Property. Securitization offers a means to capitalize one's IP to generate capital—this can provide for interim financing for operations that require investments. IPR are intangible rights in inventions (patents), authorships (copyright), service marks or trademarks, in which a set of exclusive rights is given due protection and is exclusively available to the right holder. This forms the basis for securitizing/licensing/assignment.

The uniqueness of IP as aforementioned, gives rise to two (2) types of transportations, viz. transactions relating to IP rights and IPR based financial transactions. An analogy between contractual rights and IP rights may be created in this context. The knowledge of the former as financial assets (that serve as the object of different transactions) in modern law may help in one’s understanding of the latter’s use of the same. The prospect of executing transactions by employing ‘rights’ is recognized in modern law, which also allows its transfer through secured transactions, among other things. Necessity of treatment of these rights as ‘transferrable property’ by the lex loci is crucial to a country's economic development. The notion of an assignment of rights for the purpose of raising funds is extremely prevalent and significant in the modern economy. The bonds created via the assignments are deemed to be 'loans' and hence are exempted from sales tax. Additionally, the process of securitization doesn't imply loss of ownership of assets—unless of course, there's default. Hence, IP could still be exploited for the maximization of funds.

Position Around the World and Ensuing Challenges
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It is widely noted that the major hurdle in using IP as collateral is risk, which may occur at not an isolated, but plural stages of the securitization process. The risk factors that may arise during the process may be listed as, inclusively, lack of certainty with respect to legal enforcement, complexity in technology transfer, term of the IP and its valuation. Other set of drawbacks for using IP as security are cost associated with securitization, non-registered factors of IP, nature of IPR as a bundle of rights (when some of those rights do not coincide with other rights), variation in predictability of cash flow, revenue generation risk and piracy risks. Securitization also requires the expenditure and capital that are considerable including IP valuation costs, costs incurred in company constitution, issuance costs, etc. A major setback may ensue to the process of securitization may happen if there is a risk of being hit by suits of infringement, etc. Also, unnamed/unregistered factors associated with an IP like confidential information or manner of operating, etc. can affect the process of IP valuation. Term of IP as a hindrance in securitization is also a risk factor/challenge in the process.

Valuation, per se, is a difficult task in itself: without an established market, it is difficult to ascertain the value of goods. Immense variation in nature of different assets and wide-ranging associating transactions do not make it any easier. Patents, for instance, must be novel and unique by definition. Accuracy in determining value of something novel can only be limited. IP as a bundle of rights can be best demonstrated specifically in copyright as it includes within itself the rights to reproduce, publish, to rent out/exploit the creative work as illustrated in the Copyright Act, 1957 (viz., cinematographic work, photography and computer software, to adapt the work and create derivative works, public performance rights, broadcast rights and to make the work available for public use. Concentration of these rights in the hands of the originator for the securitization isn’t easy. One of the notable features of David Bowie’s glorious music career as well as a characteristic that was the most contributing in him becoming a successful pioneer in the IP securitization market—is the fact that he had the possession of almost all the copyrights to his musical works before the commencement of securitization transaction. Coming to trademarks, they are traditionally exploited by their owners by means of licensing—but in current times, given their increasing economic value, both MNCs and SMEs fully utilize their commercial value, including using them as security. Usually, IP valuation methods fall into one or more of three broad categories, viz. the market
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approach, cost approach and the income approach.\textsuperscript{38} Simultaneous risk analysis is also needed in each of these methods/approaches. The world is a witness to famous securitization of IP rights by the David Bowie (singer-originator of IP rights in music), the Domino’s Trademark and the Yale University’s HIV drug patent.

The risk in determining interest rates is a hurdle in the frequent/widespread use of IP as an asset.

“One characteristic that differentiates IP transaction from tangible asset backed transaction is that they are highly dependent on popular tastes or technological change adding a layer of complexity and risk to the analysis.”\textsuperscript{39}

The major deterrent, however, is the absence of a legislative framework that would instill confidence and cure the lack of consciousness to use of IP as business assets. No IP law directly provides for a method to do the same. India’s policy promised to create, or at least endeavor to lay foundations to create an appropriate legal and marketing climate.

United States is practically the world leader in securitized financing,\textsuperscript{40} and the practice has gained momentum especially after the adoption of the Universal Commercial Code, from which few States depart\textsuperscript{41}. An increase in the valuation of intangible assets from 20% to 73% in 20 years in the late 1970s indicates the steady increase in the value of intangible assets, which were higher than increase in the value of tangible assets.\textsuperscript{42} From 1997 to 2000, the money involved in IP royalty financing hiked from USD 380 to USD 840—this included music, cinema and licensing of patents. The immense success of US securitization of IP, mostly royalties shows that securitization of IP assets is both possible and profitable. It is equally popular in the United Kingdom as well—in forms of mortgage and fixed charge. However, it is important to note that there is a potential grey area concerning the defining lines between these forms of security since English law provides for the same obligations when it comes to the publication and perfection of these rights.\textsuperscript{44} In many jurisdictions, like that
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of Germany, registered and transferrable IP rights are preferred for the purpose, i.e., patents and trademarks (instead of copyrights). Japan has allowed mortgaging of their IP assets for some time now. Even in China, the IP Offices’ promotion has led to an acceleration in the IP Rights system and IP financing has become an important means for financing. In 2017, the country’s State Council has issued the ‘National Technology Transfer Plan’ and has proposed to “launch IPR securitization” and “encourage commercial banks to launch IPR pledge loan”. Although Asian countries have joined the trend comparatively late, India and China—who released their new IP plan/policy almost at the same time (2016 and 2017 respectively), there is a sharp contrast in the two drafts. While both appear to be ideologically driven, the former—as described by Prof. Shamnad Basheer, is more “faith-based than fact-based”, the latter at least appears strategic. Dr. Basheer’s critique of the 2016’s policy can be aptly used to describe the difference between the Indian and Chinese proposed plan of action. In how one appears to work, the other doesn’t.

While our subject still remains the securitization of IP and its use as a financial asset, relevant considerations were yet again ignored by the impugned policy. The phenomenon of “Patent Trolls”—as pointed out by even the powerful industry giant Elon Musk, the current IP law application is more used to stifle progress can facilitate it—a consideration any practical policy wouldn’t ignore.
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out by Dr. Basheer can become a menace, stifling progress and bullying innovators. This was explained with the Indian example of S. Ramkumar and his exploitation of major telecom companies by using his patent on dual SIM; although the patent was later revoked, a great deal of trolling was already done. A progressive policy (ideally) would encompass within itself, the scope for dereliction. This policy, however, highlights only two hurdles and suggests overarching ‘remedies’ for the same. The first, highly discussed menace is piracy and the second, lack of awareness/use of IP laws to garner protection. The policy suggests criminalization in case of offences under the Cinematography Act, 1952—an excessive measure. Criminalization of a necessarily civil wrong does not count as deterrence, it is ‘disproportionate’. The manner of raising awareness illustrated by the policy, i.e., public funding, is also dubious. As pointed out, it envisages a double-investment of the tax payers’ money.

Review of the Policy Provision and Exploring Possibility of new Laws

In India, none of the existing laws have fully contemplated or incorporated IP-securitization. The Indian Securitization law, apart from its definition of ‘property’, lacks other essentials of securitization, viz. structures of securitization, in the nature of ‘pass through’ (which require charge over property), absence of bond-investors and most importantly, the absence of an administrative machinery to value IP-assets makes it very difficult to envisage the securitization of IP rights as assets. None of the existing laws provide for a SPV-like body (a company, a trust or a partnership; the primary purpose of creating or employing an SPV is to ensure that “the assets actually achieve the bankruptcy remoteness purpose”), which is a characteristic feature in the securitization process, in order to acquire income streams (royalties, for instance) from IP rights and issue securities backed by the acquired rights. It enters into an agreement with the originator for collection purposes.

Even at the global-level, Securitization market for patents is still not booming in comparison to other fields, like Trade Marks and Copyrights, due to the complexity involved in the process of invention and also lack of awareness of prospective economic benefit. There is also a requirement for
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registering these security rights. On an international standard, the International Trademark Association (INTA) has encouraged the process of security right registration by issuing a set of principles in that regard, especially focusing to Trademarks and Service Marks and has deemed them “best practice” to be followed whenever and wherever possible.65 In Canara Bank v. N.G. Subbaraya Setty66, the Indian Court held that IP assignment was held unacceptable by the Court because such security (i.e., the IP security) wasn't mentioned in the beginning; the Court didn't permit an unrelated IP to be attached as a collateral at a later stage.67 A simplified global model/standard, like that of UNCITRAL in Arbitration laws, may help to reduce confusions and create a more secure financial environment—although varying jurisdictions may cause problems in creating such a standard. It is pertinent to mention here that there exists an UNCITRAL Legislative Guide on Secured Transactions Supplement on Security Rights in Intellectual Property68; in addition to UNCITRAL’s Model Law on Secured Transactions. The ‘guide’, however, limits itself to secured transactions only—instead of interfering with the IP legal structure. However, it “takes into account the need to address the interaction between secured transactions law and law relating to intellectual property at both the national and the international levels”70.

“The law recommended in the Guide addresses only legal issues unique to secured transactions law as opposed to issues relating to the nature and legal attributes of the asset that is the object of the security right. The latter are the exclusive province of the body of property law that applies to the particular asset (...).”

The General Assembly Resolution71 makes it clear, “recognizing that States would need guidance as to how the recommendations contained in the UNCITRAL Legislative Guide on Secured Transactions would apply in an intellectual property context and as to the adjustments that need to be made to their laws to avoid inconsistencies between secured transactions law and law relating to intellectual property.”

Before the Guide was published, Articles 14 and 86 of the Model Law72 paved the way for securitization of Intellectual Property (‘intangible’). The Guide however, as the name suggests, is no modality in itself but just a guiding force that would help the
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countries to come up with their own laws, in light of the Model Law standards. It is still open for the nations to induce the ‘interaction of laws’ as aforementioned.  

Concluding Remarks: The Opportunity Has Presented Itself
In the economic slowdown caused by COVID-19, the reduction in value of the conventional, tangible, non-IP assets has afforded a greater importance to the IP based assets (in contrast: intangible, less conventional), this may be an opportune time for growth of intellectual property securitization industry. IPR occupies a central and important position in the economic policies of the world, which is clear by its rampant use as a ‘finance generating’ asset. The flowchart that transforms a ‘creative idea’ to a security or a collateral is a promising premise and USA’s long-term, successful use of the same is a testimony of the same.

Mrs. Sitharaman, in her discourse with the press as well as in the policy, envisages India sans the piracy of Intellectual Property. She proposes to do so via the implementation of policy that (barely) provides for use of IP resources, while in reality, a decrease in piracy is needed to implement the policy in letter and spirit. A defect is unmistakably detected in the chronology of the plan of action. In India, even at present, IP securitization is legal—only a road rarely taken due to the glaring uncertainties. With a strategized law and market in place, the number of buyers and sellers of IP security will increase. While recognizing the value of goodwill, licensing of patents, etc., and the sale/assignment of IP rights are already common practices in India, it is not structurally improbable that IPR securitization join the list.

The available jurisprudence of IP securitization/financing is scanty, scattered and varied to say the least (given different legal systems in different parts of the world). It is, however, united by a common recognition and realization by countries of the world of the value of IP rights, given proper valuation.
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